
Summary of an actual Supreme Court Case by Jacques Smith Pr Eng

From the perspective of Expert Witness (Concrete) for the Readymix Supplier

How does concrete that fails 

win a court case?



Background…

35 MPa Concrete was ordered in March 16

A Ring Beam in a reservoir

Concrete was to be offloaded by 

wheelbarrow

Some trucks were kept for four hours

No added water was signed for





Testing

Process control cubes were taken by RMC 

supplier, Tested by PPC lab

Engineer ordered cubes to be made by a 

SANAS accredited lab

Contractor sampled and made cubes for 

testing at the same accredited lab



Background…

PPC 7-day results failed (Process control)

Engineer’s 7 day cubes failed

Contractor’s 7 day cubes failed



In Disputes…

 Somebody measures

 Somebody disagrees

 Somebody accuses

 Somebody defends

 Somebody pays…..

What is on paper is what counts

 These cases are not reasonable doubt…. Balance of 
probability…

He who claims, must prove…



Know your specification….

Slump test:

 Sample after how long?

 How much should you sample

 Sample from the ground

 How long after should you test?

 How long does the test take?

 Can you use the trowel and not the rod?

 What if it fails?

 What are the limits?



Strength Investigation?

Low Results vs No Results

Concrete is underperforming

The test is underperforming



Sampling

Compacting

Curing

Crushing

Interpreting the results

 It is a simple test… even the teaboy can do it…

And frequently does…

Cube test



Cubes made by Contractor

21.0

20.1 

20.8



Engineer’s cubes

21.7

22.2 



Testing

The PPC cubes were left on site unprotected 

and were disregarded

Should we submit it when process control 

results fail?



The next step…

The Engineer ordered Schmidt hammer 

results

What can be decided on this? SANS 10100

 Testing … may be permitted by the engineer to determine 

relative strengths … as an aid in evaluating the strength of 

concrete in place or for selecting areas to be cored. Such 

tests, unless properly calibrated and correlated with other 

test data, shall not be used as a basis for acceptance or 

rejection.



Background…

After 18 days the engineer ordered crushing 

of other cubes to see what the situation was

These results also seemed to be low…



Engineer’s cubes after 18 days

28.0

27.4 



Schmidt hammer results

25 10

20 18

15 23



Contractor’s cubes after 28 days

26.0

26.9 

25.8



Can this be saved?

7 days

 Lab (Engineer) 22,0

 Contractor 20,6

 Supplier 21,7

18 days

 Lab (Engineer) 27,7

28 days

 Contractor 26,4

Schmidt hammer

 Schmidt hammer 17,5



Interpret results

Mistakes will give lower results

But 27 at 18 days…. Can go to 33 at 28 

days?

The fact that 28 day results were lower gave 

grounds for appeal for cores to be drilled



Advocate in 

action…



The weather

17 – 27 ºC on the day

35 MPa concrete

4 hours offloaded…

Must have added water?

Yes… but only after the samples were taken



During the court case…

Contractor admitted that their cubes were 

sampled from 2 different trucks

 What does the specification say?.... Look…



Sampling

Engineer’s cubes were sampled by the Lab

Contractor’s cubes were sampled by them

Sampled 3 cubes after Engineer’s cubes

Sampled 3 cubes later in the day

How about we sample one cube from each 

truck? It is more representative?



SANS 10100:2014

a) each sample (one sample being 

sufficient for three cubes for each 

testing age) shall be taken from a 

different batch of concrete chosen 

on a random basis.



Engineer’s cubes

Only two cubes for 7 days and 2 for 28 days

He stated that the Contractor instructed such

Sampled by the lab manager personally

No water was added to that truck before sampling

He took sample to the lab and made cubes there 

The lab says the spec says crush cubes, but no 

number

But sampling and making  says …..

Hmmm?



Contractor’s cubes 

These were made and cured on site…

For 6 days

No heated tank…. But in water…



Uhm…

Is this ok?

Spec says…..

Protect for 24 hours

If on site for prolonged 

period (6 days?) … 

Then in water…

….preferably at 22-25 º



What about when tests vary

2 accredited labs

Vary by 8 MPa on cores



Engineer’s decision

No Cores… the cubes were too far off the 

mark

Schmidt hammer results confirmed this

A new Ring beam to be cast on top of the 

first one

RMC supplier will pay for this



Cores must be drilled…. 

SANS 10100:2014

14.4.2 Core tests

Where so required, drilled cores shall be 

obtained and tested in accordance with 

SANS 5865. Cores shall be drilled and 

tested when the age of the concrete is as 

close as possible to the age for strength 

acceptance according to cubes.



Principle…

You cannot chase up costs on somebody 

else’s account without notifying them…

If a man made a mistake, you have to give a 

chance to rectify it

So… a man dents his door….



Summary:

There were grounds for appeal for cores

The engineer made a mistake to deny this 

and should have been corrected

The low Schmidt hammer results were 

probably correct

Cores would have failed due to water added

The total lack of proof and acceptance of 

the Engineer’s decision, lost their case…



Thank You!


